
CHAPTER - 1 

INTRODUCTION - - - - - - -··- - - -

The p&ss•ge of electromagnetic r•diation (X-r•ys ilild 

gamna rays} through matter is char•cterized by the exponenti•l 

law of attenuation. The processes resulting in •ttenuatioB •re 

•) elastic scatterin-g 

b) Conptc.n sc•ttering 

c) photoelectric effect 

d) pair production for photon energies above 1 MeV 

In the elastic scattering proce~s the direction ,of the iacideat 

photon is •ltered with no change in energy. Four differeRt . 

types of elastic scattering processes contribute to the total 

elastic sc•ttering of g•mma r•ys. They •re the nucle•r resonance 

sc•tteri:rag (N), Delbruck sc•tteriRg (D), nucle•r Thomsoa 

sc•ttering (T)- and R•yleigh sc•ttering (R). The four processes 

occur coherently wit~ e•ch other. This me•ns th•t if the •temic 

elastic sc•ttering is described in terms of • differenti.I. 

sc•ttering cress sectiem 
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then the el•stic: sc•tteririg amplitude A must be obtained •s 

• combination : 
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Of the elastic scattering processes, Rayleigh scattering is by 

far the most important cmd dorrinates other elastic processes 

in the photom energy range of few keVs to tens of keVs. It 

take-s -place--fr:om the atomic. bound electrons. provioed tl;lat the.. .. 

electrons do not receive sufficient energy to eject them from 
'. 

the atom. The essential feature of Rayleigh scattering is that 

the internal energy of the atom remaiBs unaltered in the iaterac-

tion. The momeatum amd polarization of the atom may be modified 

during the process. The cross section of the process is given 

by the square of the modulus of the scattering amplitude AR . . 

c£.6" 
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While using the 4iiT1plitude to calculate the differential cross 

section, the photon polarization is taken into account. For 

linearly polarized photons, these a.npli tudes are .expressed as 

components (A~ ) parallel and (A~ ) perpendicular to the plane 

of scattering. The unpolarized cross section (in units of bar.ms/ 

-24 2 sr, lb = 10 . em ) results from summing over final photon 

pola.riza.tioas and averaging over initial photon polarizations 

as : 

ci ()\-R 1 (l~d~ \ 
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For scattering of lew-energy photons, effects of electrom 

binding are crucial. It is particularly of interest to carry out 
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investigations at photc11 energies of the order of electron 
' 

binding energies. The region b~low photon energies o~ about 

100 keV had been of coasiderable theoretical uncertainty in 

the past due to the proxinity of.the photoelectric absorption. 

' 
edges. In recent years considerable developments have takeR 

place in the field of elastic.scattering of photons of atoms. 

Very accurate results have been obtained through the use of 

fast computers in theoreticcl cclculations. On the experiment.r 

front, the availability of high re.solution solid state detectors 

has made it possible to make more detailed studies of g&mrna · 

spectra than is vossible with a co:ave.ntional. Nai spectrometer. 

All these have contributed to significant reduction in uncert~:a.

ties. While generally satis~actory agreement has been achieved 

with experimental studies of X-ray end g~a ray scattering 

from atoms representing an improvement upoa previous theoretical 

.calculations, the understanding of the dramatic effects of the 

anomalous scattering region near atomic inner-shell edges is 

far from ccmplete. In the regions within seve~al hundred 

electron volts of the edges, precise cross section data are at 

present dependent on experiffiental measuremeDts. 

The present thesis is based on the work dcne by the 

author in the field of photon interactions in matter ~d 

pertains. mainly to the coherent (elastic) scattering of ph~tons 

below 100 keV with particular emphasis on the cnomalous disper-

sion effects en the cross sections at energies near {both above 

.. 
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-.nd bel0w) K-absorption edges. of. t•rget •toms. 

In gener-.1, the effects of inter-.ction of Q-.mma r-.ys 

in matter are stucied in two ways: 

i) attenuation experiments in which the mumber of 

. ·photons tra.nsmi tted .. through .r>sorb,ers of different 

thicknesses ·is deterrr~ined; iUld 

ii) photon-·atorr, collision experiments in· which the 

energy of .the tr•msmi tted radi-.tion is analyse,d, 
' ... 

and the frilctioncal number of photcns scattered· 

coherently (or incoherently ) •t • given angle 

is me-.sured. 

The experiment cal .results presented in the thesis were obtuned 

from three sep-.r-.te experiments. They •re 

1. A narrow be-.m .-.ttenu.ation experiment on the 1 good 

geometry• •rra.ngeme:nt using e. Nai detector. 

2. A smiill angle sc-.ttering exper_irnent for the measurement 

of cross sections ef unresolved total {coherent + 

incoherent) sccattering· in the momentum triil'lsfer r-.nge 
I . . 

0.012 - 0.036 me using sha.aew cone type of geometry 

ana • Nai detector. 

3. A la_rge angle sc~ttering ~xpel?'~ment for the measurement 

of elastic sccattering cr€>ss sectiom in the mome'ntum 

·tra1.nsfer range 0.0116-0.231 me using~ plane 

scatterer transmission geometry and a high resolutio:ra 

intrinsic germ.nium detector. 
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The investfgation was Cii.rried out using in all cases 

gemma ray photons of energy 43 . .:nd 59. 5 keV emitted by -the. 

radioactive 241 Am source~ The ain: was to try an evQluation of 

the rigorous validity of new calculations as well as the com

ventional form factor theories in the light of experimental 

data obtained by the author tqgether with the other accurate 

low photcn energy measurements performed in recent years • 

. The topical organization of the thesis is as described 

in the following. 

In Chapter 2, we begin with a brief outline af the bcsic 

·theoreticii.l frcunework for the treatment of photon-atom interil.c

tion. A sunma.ry :cf · th~. cie~loprneRts ·in the theory of the atomic 

elastic photon scattering from bo~d electrons (Rayleigh 
< 

sc«tteri:ng) is given. Three other elastic scattering processes 

occur coherently with Rayleigh scattering. The~e _processes are 

not treated as they make ver.y small contribution to the totil.l 

elastic· sc•ttering in the range of photon energies involved 

( < 100 keV). The development in t-:he calculation of Rayleigh 

scattering arrplitudes from the .non-relativistic domain of 

morr.entum transfer in the Thomas - Fermi model of the atom to 

the relativistic Dirac-Slater and Hartree - Fock models by usiag 

various ·for·m· factor approaches and the. numerical s-.mu..trix 

elemf:nt perturbative approach is discus;:;ed. An intercomparison 

of theories is made by presenting theoretical cross sections 
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241 for the elcstic scattering of Am gamma rays by various 

targets. These cross sections have 'been computed using noa

relmtivistic. form factor {N.RFFJ, relativistic form factor (RFF), . : . . .. . 

and modified relativistic form factor (MRFF) values re•cily 

obtainable from the available til.bulations1- 3• Numeric•l s-matrix 

results were obtained· from the t·.il.bles of cross sections coll'!Piled 

by Kane et -.14• 

The neecl ·and usefullaess of the dispersion corrections 

· to the .Ra~leigh scattering amplitudes at photo:m energies ne-.r 

-.bsorption edges of target atoms is discussed in Chapter 3. The 

method of using the dispersion integral (Kril.IJlers-:Kronig reliltio:a) 

to .. g.et .. f.arw..ard scattering .. correction. t~rms .. :!=~orr the. photoelec:t.ri:~ 

cross section data. is briefly outlined. Also presented are the 

results of our Rayleigh scattering calculations'at different 

angles of target atoms ranging in atomic numl::er from z = 42 to 

z = 73 at the photon energy of 59.54 keV using anomalous scatter

ing facto.rs f 1 and f 11 calculilte·d recently by Creagh and McAuley5 • 

A comparison with the numerical:· S-rnutrix predictions of Kis.sel -

Pratt imd Roy (KPR) is attempted. 

In Chapter 4 we describe. the. experimental •rrcngement 
. ~ 

and the method for me.ilsuring· the total photon-atom interaction 

cross sections and the wh9.le atom differential elastic scatter

ing cross sections at. small an~ large angles. The' results 0btained 

frorr the measurements are presented together with the errors 

estirrated and corrections employed. 
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Finally, in chapter 5, the results of the present set 

of measurements in conjunction with the results of other recent 

measurements are corr:pared with ·the various theoretical calcula

tions of Rayleigh scattering so as to reveal the trend of 

behaviour.of the predictions of the theory. We also surrmarise 

the main aspects of the results which we have found most important 

when- -prepar-ing- the thesis •.. 

The present work was carried out under the Faculty 

Improvement Prograrmne of the University Grants Cornmission, India 

during the period 1987-90. 


